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An Everyday Story | Thomasine Gyllembourg

An Everyday Story1
by
Thomasine Gyllembourg
Translated by Troy Wellington Smith
Translator’s Note: For most readers outside of Denmark, the
Danish Golden Age begins and ends with Hans Christian
Andersen and Søren Kierkegaard. At the time, however,
both Andersen and Kierkegaard were outsiders in respect
to the dominant cultural circle, that of the actress Johanne
Luise Heiberg, her husband Johan Ludvig Heiberg, and his
mother Thomasine Gyllembourg. Gyllembourg, along with
Steen Steensen Blicher and Bernhard Severin Ingemann, is
credited with giving Denmark its first canonical prose fiction. Despite her importance to Danish Golden Age literature and the history of European women’s literature, Gyllembourg is virtually unknown outside of Denmark, except
among the Kierkegaard scholars who have read of her in
the philosopher’s flattering reviews. Until now, no work by
Gyllembourg has been published in its entirety in English.
In my translation, I have tried to underscore the affinities
Gyllembourg shares with her British contemporary, Jane
Austen.
Several years ago, I traveled abroad on a public errand, and on the
way home I obtained permission to stay awhile in Mecklenburg for
the sake of an important private matter. My quarters were actually
not very far from Doberan, on an estate whose charming, smiling location contrasted strangely with the tone of the people staying there.
One can hardly imagine such stiffness and formality, such an utter
lack of levity in social intercourse and conversation, in our good Copenhagen, where not a trace is to be found, particularly at the small
courts, of the aristocratic pride and stiffness characteristic of northern
Germany. Here I cannot fail to mention how one finds oneself, after a
stay such as mine, transported as if by magic to another world, when
one comes to Schleswig and sees the charming princely couple sur9
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Wilhelm Marstrand, “Fru Gyllembourg oplæser en af
sine Noveller for J. L. Heiberg og dennes Hustru” (Mrs.
Gyllembourg reads aloud from one of her novella’s for J.
L. Heiberg and his wife) (1870)

rounded by their beautiful, blossoming children, and finds in their
domestic life the simplicity of customs, the patriarchal depths that one
was smitten with as an ideal in one’s freedom-loving youth; but here
is not the place to broach this subject, except insofar as these thoughts
have intervened in my fate.
Turning back to my stay in Mecklenburg, I must confess that I
was eminently displeased by the way the young ladies there sought
to imitate the less charming side of Englishwomen, whose social intercourse is so tiresome that one, for example, hardly dares to greet
one’s female acquaintances on a public street without the risk of being
considered too forward and importunate. On no occasion is this stiff10
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ness so conspicuous as at a ball. It just so happens that several times
I was present at such entertainments. When I sat there quietly and
watched those who were dancing, observing the singular contrast between their serious, indeed, solemn expressions and the celerity with
which they moved about in the merry dance, it seemed to me then
that one could both laugh and cry at this sight. In my opinion, there is
certainly something unnatural in seeing grown people like this—yes,
many times older, corpulent personages—jump and swing about like
children, while the sweat pours down their blood-red faces in great
drops, and their eyes stand glazed in their strained physiognomy. If
this does not happen with perceptible gaiety and humor, then I find it
a sad and laughable sight.
You may certainly presume that someone who sits quietly and
makes such observations must be in a wicked humor. That I was, as
well; I freely confess it. I was unspeakably bored in this circle, so I felt
as if I had entered into paradise when a young Danish woman, who
had just arrived on a visit and would soon travel home again to Copenhagen, was added to the company on the estate. Now I developed
an interest in the balls and parties. Her decent liberality in social intercourse, the openheartedness with which she treated me, the youthful
gaiety with which she danced with me, all had such an exhilarating effect on my soul that Jette H— seemed as if she had been sent by a good
fairy for my consolation. Perhaps it was not her least merit that she
was exceedingly beautiful and therefore shone like a sun amongst the
other ladies, for beauty is rather rare in northern Germany. With all of
these concurrent circumstances, it was only natural that I would feel
most attracted to this girl, who was beautiful, spoke good-naturedly
with me, and was the daughter of a man whom I knew to be excellent
and respected in his profession. She had come there with an older
Copenhagen lady. It was the bathing season, when Doberan has an
abundance of entertainments and visitors. One evening, those of us
who were staying together attended a ball there. Through a misunderstanding, the carriage that was to fetch us from our common residence
failed to appear, and, since the weather was quite lovely, the ladies
wished to traverse the rather long way on foot, accompanied by me
and another young man. It was my good fortune to escort Jette. We
wandered by the beautiful beach; the moon was mirrored in the clear
11
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lake, over whose surface many boats glided, while the strokes of the
oars sounded in the quiet night, interrupted by the notes of distant
music. It was a warm, lovely summer night. Everything appeared so
beautiful to me; most beautiful of all was the girl whose soft arm rested on mine, and—I do not know how one thing led to another, but we
came home betrothed.
Once I was alone, I quite marveled over the thoughtlessness
with which I had taken this important step; it seemed to me that I
had dreamt the whole thing. When I visited the Danish ladies in their
rooms the next day, my betrothed, with perfect clarity, introduced me
to her escort as her fiancé, said du to me,2 and acted as though over
many years and through many trials we had learned to understand
and love each other. Even if I found something objectionable in this,
I was, on the other hand, pleasantly surprised to gradually discover
my Jette’s many talents, which I had never before considered. She
played the piano with high proficiency, sang with great artistry, and
was adept at the latest practical needlework. We both wrote to her
parents in Copenhagen; I asked formally for their daughter’s hand
and rendered an account of my economic circumstances, with which
I could support a family.
Jette was obliged to sail with the next steamship. We hoped to get
a few consenting lines from her parents on that same occasion, but in
the meantime, we walked alone together every day, and Jette told me
about her home and her relations with openhearted chattiness. She
did not seem to love her father very much; on the other hand, she appeared to be her mother’s favorite. “Thank God,” she once said, “that
my poor parents can now have the joy of seeing me engaged to you,
when it was only six months ago that they had so much trouble with
my Swedish sister.”
“Your Swedish sister!” I exclaimed. “Who is that? I thought that
you had no siblings.”
“It’s really only my half-sister,” she said with an indifferent air.
“She is the daughter of my father’s first wife, who died when she was
born.”
“But why do you call her Swedish? And what trouble has she
made for your parents?”

12
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“I will tell you everything. We call her the Swedish sister because
she has been in Sweden with her uncle since she was ten years old.
He has now been dead for three months. He was a wealthy man who
was terribly distinguished in all things. He traveled around the whole
world and was so clever that he could hear the grass grow, as they
say. One time he came to Copenhagen, and since Father had remarried long ago, he took his little niece with him to Stockholm and made
such an idol of her that once she was grown he could not rest until he
got her engaged to his only son, who was a couple of years older than
she was. Now it must be almost two years since all three of them visited us in Copenhagen, which was glorious! And Henning F— (that is
what the son is called) is—believe me—the nicest and most courteous
person there could be in the whole world, and everybody says so, too.
And they say that he was terribly in love with my sister, although God
knows that no one could have guessed that they were sweethearts
from their manner; they neither said du to each other, nor came close
to each other. As far as I know, the most that he risked was to kiss her
hand. And no one can figure her out at all; she is so stiff and dignified.
Mother says so, too. But then they each went their separate ways; he
went abroad, and she went home to Stockholm with her uncle. Six
months ago, a letter came from him saying he had happened to fall
hopelessly in love with a foreign girl, and she with him. He wanted
to tell it plainly to my sister and put his fate in her hands, for if she
demanded it, he would return and keep his word as an honest man.
But God help us! She’s all too proud for that; she gave him his freedom
right away and even reconciled him with his father, who was very
angry with him, and so he got his Frenchwoman or Italian—whatever
she was—and Maja stayed put.”
“Maja!” I exclaimed. “That is a pretty name.”
“She’s named after her mother, who was also Swedish, and many
girls are named that over there. But just imagine! The father took the
son’s behavior so close to heart that they say it was the nail in his coffin, and Maja has it on her conscience now, says Mother.”
“In that,” I interrupted her, “your mother is quite wrong, in my
opinion. What your sister did was good and reasonable. You do not
seem to be very fond of her. Why is that?”

13
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“Oh,” she answered, “to be sure, she is a good-hearted girl, but
she is, as I said, so stiff, so distant and dignified that it is unpleasant
to associate with her.”
“Is she beautiful?”
“No, not at all. Nor does she have any talents worth mentioning.
Mother says that she is best at doing honneurs at the table, for her uncle always praised her for keeping his house so pleasant and beautiful.
Now that he’s dead, the son, her former sweetheart, wanted to share
the inheritance with her, as with a sister, but she didn’t accept that
either; she only kept what her uncle had given her, and it wasn’t some
estate. It was foolish of her, says Mother; it was the least he could do
for having ruined her fortune. But Father sided with Maja in this as in
everything. An aunt she has over there has taken her into her house,
since she can’t abandon everything in the young F—’s absence until
an old principal, or whatever he is, has come to Stockholm and taken
it into his care. But as soon as he comes from wherever he is and she
has brought everything into order, then she’ll come home to us, and
it will be the worst, for Father is completely infatuated with her, and
Mother has already had so much unpleasantness for her sake and will
probably have more.”
It seemed to me that this story was an unpleasantness that I had
to endure for her sake, for my new relations began to make me anxious: a father and mother who quarrel, and, as might be expected,
unjustly—each in favor of their own child; this Swedish sister, who
also would become mine—stiff, cold, and dignified, probably faded
by sorrow, with that sick sensitiveness that generally cleaves to those
women who have been disappointed in their demands of life. It was
not a comforting prospect. I quietly resolved to hasten my marriage
and put my house in order, so that for my part I would not be disturbed by the discord in my new family’s relations.
With the next steamship, the hoped-for letter came with the consent to our engagement, though it only half met my hopes, since there
was no word from the father. But the mother assured me of his approval, and her letter was all the more obliging, all too obliging, to the
point that I became ashamed of it. In addition, it celebrated the bliss
that, according to her conviction, would fall to my lot in association
with her daughter, who was certain to become a paragon of a wife.
14
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Now Jette had departed, and in my solitude I began to reflect on
myself and my future. The girl is beautiful and good, and she loves
me, I thought. What more do I want? As it happened, I could not stop
marveling over her strange upbringing, which, though it had given
her so many talents, was nonetheless guilty of so much neglect. I could
therefore never read a letter from her without great vexation; such a
mediocre hand, such poor orthography, and especially such empty,
meaningless content ill-became a girl on whose education so much
had been spent. The most interesting thing she told me in these letters
(which I received regularly every week) was the fact that my dog was
with her. This exceedingly beautiful creature, which I had only been
in possession of for a short time, was an inheritance from my recently
deceased brother and thus very dear to me. He had been with me on
the boat when I followed Jette aboard the steamship, and, in the hustle
and bustle which prevailed, he was separated from me. He had, as I
now learned, remained behind on the ship. I replied to her that I was
delighted that my dog was luckier than I was, and that this Fido (as
he was called) was a living image of my faithfulness, which followed
her everywhere.
With the last steamship that was to sail that same autumn, I intended to travel to Copenhagen. That same morning, I was pleasantly
surprised to see my old friend Anton B— enter. He told me something
I had not known, namely that he had gotten a very good post in Funen and was on his way over there. “On the way!” I exclaimed. “From
Copenhagen to Funen? It goes through Doberan?”
“Yes,” he answered. “What would you say if I told you that I have
come here just to have a single conversation with you, for in the afternoon I will leave here by land; I have already formed a party with a
friend who shall be going the same way. Thank God I didn’t miss you!
It was impossible for me to come before or to wait for you in Copenhagen, especially since I didn’t know whether you would arrive there
before spring.”
“My dear friend,” I said, “you are raising my expectations! What
important matter, as I—”
“The most important of my life,” he interrupted me. “That on
which I have set my whole heart, my whole peace of mind, and for
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which I thought never to find a better ministre plénipotentiaire than
you.”
“Speak, dear friend! Speak! I would go through the fire for your
peace and happiness.”
“You already understand,” he said, as he looked out the window
in order to hide his embarrassment. “You understand already that it
is a love affair in which I wish to initiate you. You lucky man! You
happen to live every day in the intimate bonds of family with the girl
whom I worship—worship, that is the right word. You are, of course,
engaged to Jette H—? It is her sister, Maja, whom I mean.”
“What!” I shouted in surprise. “Maja H—, who is neither beautiful nor, as I suppose, particularly young? The girl who was abandoned by her fiancé?”
“Who dares to say such a thing!” he exclaimed vehemently, but
gradually lowered his voice with each of the following words. “Not
young! She is hardly two years older than Jette, who is eighteen. Mr.
H—, who mourned so much for his first wife, was nevertheless, before
a couple of years had passed, a father and husband once again. I think,
rightly enough, he was the former before the latter. Not beautiful, you
say? See her for yourself! ‘Beautiful’ says too little; no words can express what she is. Abandoned by her fiancé? That stupid boy, who let
such a pearl slip through his fingers! But this just made her doubly
glorious in my eyes. For she probably loved him, after all, although
I thought that she treated him more as a brother than as a lover. But
suppose even that she had not fallen in love with him; how many
would have been capable of acting as she did? I have long loved her. I
thought I would die of joy when I learned she was free.”
“But how have you become acquainted with her?” I asked.
“In Stockholm, of course! Hasn’t my mother lived in Stockholm
for many years now? For three years, I’ve stayed there for half of the
year. While there I frequented her deceased uncle’s house. That was a
house, and that was a man, neither of which I expect to find anymore.”
“But,” I said, “forgive me for my frankness; such a girl, who has
already had a sweetheart, would still never be my choice.”
“In Denmark, there might be something to what you say, but not
in Sweden, at least not in the house of the man in question. He still
maintained the refined and cultured customs from the time of King
16
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Gustav III. I don’t know whether they pertain elsewhere, since this
was the only Swedish house where I was on intimate terms. But I am
entirely certain that Maja and her fiancé never once kissed each other—except perhaps when they exchanged rings and possibly at parting, when he left. No, Swedish customs are strict in such respects, and
they do not jest as far as the daughters are concerned.”
“But tell me,” I repeated, “have you declared your love to her?”
“Oh God, no! I hardly dared to permit her a faint understanding
of it. Whether or not she understood me, I do not know.”
“What do you want me to do then?”
“Watch over my treasure, keep an eye on everything regarding
her, and report it to me, and—if you are my friend and will do me the
greatest kindness I could ever receive from someone, then try to approach her at a convenient time and mention me to her; if she shows
the slightest interest upon hearing my name, then present her with
this letter” —he took it out of his letter-bag and fervently pressed it
into my hand— “which I have written from the fullness of my heart.
It is all the same if it becomes ever so old before reaching her hand.
My feelings will not have changed, even if it takes until my last day.”
I sincerely promised to do everything that Anton asked of me,
and we parted, each to travel his own way. Walking up and down the
deck of the steamship in my solitary reflections, I could not help but
compare Anton’s feelings for Maja with mine for her sister. Strange,
I said to myself, is this feeling we call love. Like the palm, it seems
only able to grow when it has been pressed down in its infancy. I have
also read somewhere that the tree of love must be watered with tears,
just as the tree of freedom must be watered with blood. Happy is the
one who carries such an all-absorbing feeling in his heart. When only
a hope, be it ever so small—not greater than Anton’s—inspires him,
then this little spark of hope is just as bliss-inducing as any certainty
could be. Yet marriage can surely be happy without passion; yes, it
is happiest without it. I reached Copenhagen’s customhouse amidst
such thoughts and went ashore, happy and in a lighthearted frame
of mind.
An old adage says: “The servant of the king goes before the servant of God.” I found it necessary to apply this maxim to the little, blind
servant of God, whom one is all too willing to allow to go before eve17
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rything else. I therefore attended to several necessary business matters
before I, precisely at noon, set foot in my future father-in-law’s house.
They were not expecting my arrival. I was let into a beautifully furnished hall, where the first thing to meet my eye was my Fido, who
lay on a trim pillow in a corner of the hall. Delighted, I flew towards
him and, without giving a thought to his immobility, bent over him in
order to pet him. One can imagine my surprise—I dare say, my horror! He was dead! My lovely, lively dog had been stuffed. His glossy
body was ice-cold; he stared horribly at me with dead glass eyes. I
was standing there as if I were dead and stuffed myself when the door
opened and Jette, with a cry of joy, threw her arms around my neck
and then ran towards the half-open door, shouting, “Mother, Mother,
my sweetheart is here!” A very beautiful and elegantly dressed woman
came in and greeted me with a hearty embrace, as though I had been
her own son. Now I was being led into a dayroom, but first I could not
help but turn towards the stuffed dog. Jette escorted me to him and
said, “I have cried many tears over your dog’s death, but did not want
to write to you about it because I wanted to surprise you. Isn’t he excellently stuffed? Doesn’t he look as though he were alive?” “Indeed,
all too much,” I answered, at pains to hide the depressed spirits into
which this well-intentioned but ill-considered surprise had put me.
Upon my entrance into the dayroom my displeasure was heightened
still more by the onerous company; there I found four unfamiliar ladies of different ages and appearances who were all presented to me as
united with the house in friendship or kinship. They were all, like the
house’s own women, zealously occupied with dressmaking. Tables,
sofa, and all of the chairs lay so full of finished and unfinished clothes
and needlework that Jette and a couple of the ladies had enough to do
just to find me a chair on which to sit. After a short stay, I wanted to go,
but they insisted so emphatically that I should remain and eat dinner
with them that I agreed to it, especially because I wished to become
better acquainted with my future father-in-law. I had often seen him,
but we had never approached one another. As soon as he came home,
he greeted me earnestly and courteously with words which were few
but substantial and began a quiet, unimportant conversation with me.
With great pains and effort, the table was cleared and finally set with
a striking lack of neatness and order, just as the very bad and scanty
18
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meal was strangely incongruous with the elegantly furnished, beautiful, though disordered rooms, and the fashionable, modernly dressed
ladies, who nearly fought over one and the same glass at table, all too
greedy to drain one half-quart of ale after another. Mr. H— alleviated
this suffering by asking for wine and wineglasses in order to drink
to my welcome. After an exceedingly long interval this, too, was acquired, and my future father-in-law proposed such a lovely toast to
me that I did not merely forget all of the previous petty unpleasantness, but even, with a brave front, swallowed a cup of the so-called
coffee, which Jette had made for me herself, but which under other
circumstances I would have gladly traded for the most horrible concoction. When Mr. H— made as if to go, I seized on this fortunate
opportunity to follow him. But the mother and daughter so pestered
me with their appeals to grant them this first evening I could spend
with them that I patiently put aside my hat and took a place with the
ladies, who were already sitting by their needlework again. With Mr.
H— gone, a quite moribund conversation began. I was asked about
my journey, about foreign cities. I strove in vain to be as entertaining
as I could, but, every time I began to get a little bit into the spirit, I was
interrupted by one of the ladies, who, after dropping me a quick “So
sorry!” made important and non-negotiable comments to the others
about their common work.
“For God’s sake, Louise! You’re turning this sleeve wrong!”
“No, I am surely not! But look, it is just like the other one.”
“Yes, since the other one is also wrong.”
Now a long discussion of that began. Then, from another quarter,
it sounded: “Mrs. H—, I have no more ribbon.”
Or: “Jette, give me a new sewing needle,” etc.
Next, one of them turned to me: “I beg your pardon a thousand
times that we had to interrupt you in the middle of a thought. We were
speaking of country life in England. It is very pleasant, you say?” And
it went on like this for a couple of hours, until with fervent pleasure I
saw the samovar being carried in. Although I am no lover of weak tea,
I still found fervent satisfaction in the whistling and simmering of the
machine, which seemed to me to be a far more reasonable conversation than the one we had recently conducted. Now the evening will
soon be over, I thought, but—what did the lady of the house do?
19
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Jette had hardly gotten up in order to serve the tea before her awful mother said, “Listen, Jette. As a reward for our diligence today,
we will amuse ourselves by hearing you play the sonata I am so very
fond of.”
“Oh yes, sweet Jette!” sounded from all quarters. Now Jette sat
down at the piano and played a monster of a sonata. It seemed to
me at least to be the longest piece of music I had ever heard in my
life. In my heart, I cursed the famous composer. The samovar also fell
asleep during the sonata, and, after many fruitless attempts to bring it
to life again, we finally began to enjoy the tepid weak tea, which the
industrious ladies brought to the work table they would not abandon.
Once this had been endured and the ladies, with many difficulties,
had gathered their implements and each packed up her own things, it
was nearly an hour after midnight.
Now there arose a great whispering between the friends and the
ladies of the house, whereupon Jette exclaimed, “You must not worry
about that! My sweetheart is a gallant cavalier; he will gladly escort all
of you home.” I was tremendously drowsy, still tired from the journey,
and in any case was anything but glad. However, since there was no
other alternative, I put on as good a face as possible and escorted these
four ladies to each of the town’s four corners. I did not arrive home
until three o’clock in the morning. How good of a mood I was in, I will
leave to the imagination.
With almost no variation, every day in my bride’s house passed
like this. Always the same disorder and unrest, the ceaseless sewing
of clothes, collars, cloaks, etc., as if nothing existed in the world other
than finery and fashions; always the same stinginess in everything
else. Only for some piece of clothing or for that which otherwise offered a vain luster were they not frugal; only this alone, one found,
was worth money and troubles. Mr. H—was, as I soon noticed, a man
who never wasted profitless words, never became hot-tempered, but
once he had his mind set on something, knew how to realize it. In the
meantime, I took care not to spend any more time in the house than
the necessary courtesy and attention strictly demanded. For a while,
like someone who had been on a binge the day before, I was so bewildered and empty-headed that no reasonable thought could find its
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place with me. Fortunately, I had many business matters to attend to; I
became absorbed in them and escaped to think about my own affairs.
A month after my homecoming, I was invited to have dinner with
the H—s. I had procured some tickets to a comedy, which I hoped
would delight the ladies of the house and, moreover, lighten the agony of being eternally in the company of the intolerable friends, who
were never absent. But it always seemed as though a sprite was playing a malignant game in that house, and so the day was now a complete Tycho Brahe day. Although they knew that we had to be at the
theater on time in order to get good seats, we did not sit down to table
until after five o’clock, and then the maid and the cat conspired so that
half the food was smoked and the other half stolen. We stood up from
table literally without having partaken of anything at all, not even a
glass of wine. This pleasant celebration was even enhanced in that
Mr. H— was in low spirits and against all custom got into a fearsome
altercation with his lady about the two rooms he had reserved on the
upper floor to accommodate his eldest daughter, who was expected
in the spring. “She shall have what she is accustomed to,” said he,
“and she shall direct the housekeeping; I am tired of this way of life.”
Softening his tone in the next moment, he added, “It is time, Mother,
for you to get more rest and liberty. You must understand me! I do not
think that you are an old woman. On the contrary! In my eyes, you are
still young and beautiful, but since our girls are grown now, the domestic duties should fall to them. Jette shall sew her trousseau. Maja
shall manage the housekeeping. She knows how to arrange a house
as it ought to be; she has learned that from her uncle. He knew how
to live, and how to save in the proper manner.” With a sadness that
I had never before seen in him, he took his glass, and, as if he would
drink to the memory of the deceased, raised it, adding, “And what did
he not understand?” He brought the glass to his lips and said, “God
gladden him in His paradise!” He emptied it, with tears in his eyes.
The lady of the house was silent for a moment and then said, “Yes,
then let Maja direct the housekeeping; she has no talents with which
to divert herself, as Jette does.”
“Oh, what? Talents!” said Mr. H—. “I turn up my nose at talents
which make life more pleasant, but, like display dishes, are only for
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decoration, and are without life or nourishment. Maja does not have
talents? Among other things, she sings like a siren.”
“Like a siren, Father!” cried Jette, laughing. “Can flowers sing? I
hadn’t heard that before!”
“Yes, there we have immediate proof of Jette’s good upbringing,”
shouted the father. “I should not say it in her fiancé’s presence, but the
dense ignorance in which our young, talented girls grow up nowadays is exceptional. They cannot understand a poem or a painting. In
school, they read geography, history, languages, and God knows what
else, but they know neither heaven nor earth, neither biblical history
nor mythology. They fool around with French and German but cannot understand a book in these languages. Can you remember how
you praised Jette’s understanding and good heart for the emotion she
showed at the exhibition, upon seeing that exquisite tableau by Thorvaldsen which depicts Ganymede and Jupiter’s eagle? She said that it
must be the young Napoleon; her friends were of the same opinion,
and they cried together from fervent compassion.”
The lady of the house became angry and was about to reply, when,
at that very moment, the lamentable news arrived that there was nothing to be had from the nearest restaurant, from which they had intended to fetch a substitute for the lost dinner. In the next moment the
door opened, and a postman came in with the words, “Bon appétit!”
which under these circumstances nearly sounded like sarcasm. He
delivered a letter to Mr. H—. After Mr. H— had scanned it in haste,
his face cleared up. “It is from Maja,” he said. “She will definitely be
coming in the spring.” He stood up; we others followed his example.
He approached his wife, said some kind words in apology, and kissed
Jette. By then it was already long past comedy-time, but the ladies still
wanted to go. Mr. H— and I both escorted them and, with great pains,
procured a place for them to see what was left of the play. At his invitation, I then followed him to a restaurant, where we treated ourselves
to a private room. At this meal, Mr. H— was an amiable host, elated
and capricious, as I had never seen him before. Finally, he got us a
bottle of champagne, and when we had both become enlivened and
open-hearted, he said, “I still have not made you an apology for the
lack of courtesy I showed by not answering your letter, in which you
asked for my daughter’s hand. My wife wanted to answer right away,
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and I myself do not know what prevented me. I will confess to you; I
feel that I have done wrong by this child. My love for my first wife and
the daughter who resembles her has made me—since the rashness of
my youth made me a husband and a father a second time— careless
and neglectful in respect to my younger daughter’s upbringing. But
nature and fate have been better than I have been. Jette is a good girl,
and by the side of a man like yourself, she will become a respectable
wife, that I do hope. Since I have become better acquainted with you,
you have become dearer to me with every day. I feel that I will love
you as a son and hope that you have been chosen to make my wrong
right again. It is also a great consolation to think that when death
calls for me someday, there lives in you a brother and a protector of
my Maja, my poor girl, abandoned by the man she loved from childhood, and deprived of her fatherly friend, who loved her so much.”
He clapped his hand on his forehead, looked at his watch, and jumped
up. “It is time we fetched our ladies from the comedy,” he said.
This conversation seemed to have a soothing effect on me. I found
more and more in my future father-in-law a friend and dear companion, which sweetened the many nearly unbearable hours in his house.
Even the lady of the house, with all her weaknesses, was always kind
and good-natured towards me. Indeed, Jette’s manners became more
unpleasant to me by the day; but, on the other hand, she gave me
so many examples of her good heart, of the affection with which she
strove to guess my desires, that the thought of breaking a connection
that was only the fruit of a thousand-times-repented rashness could
not seriously arise for me. Quite a few circumstances in my external
relations made it easier to postpone my marriage, which before my
homecoming I had intended to hasten. I attempted to use this time
to impart a little more taste and genuine culture to my fiancée. But
these attempts were all shipwrecked on the unrest of the house, the
many friends, the misplaced industry that really only consisted in a
sort of fussiness, and the numerous snip-snaps of domestic bliss. With
breathless anticipation, I looked forward to the day that would bring
the sister, who had been painted for me with such different colors. In
one thing, however, these pictures corresponded: she was unhappy,
naturally melancholy, and needed the encouragement and indulgence
of those closest to her. This thought already oppressed me, since I was
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in low spirits myself and needed the consolation and mercy that I in
happier days had always found it a joy to grant to someone sad. It
was certainly also true that Mr. H—’s house could not endure the least
increase in duties, inconveniences, or domestic unpleasantness. The
long winter thus passed in the meantime. Spring came: violets, larks,
swallows, May, and Maja.
I had been in the countryside for a few days. I came back to town
in the evening and, according to duty and obligation, to my fiancée.
After the initial greetings, Jette shouted, “The Swedish sister has
come. Come and let me present you to her.” She pulled me with her
upstairs and opened the door to a room where—I do not know how
to explain it, but it already seemed that the air I inhaled was different.
It appeared as if it were suffused with the vapors of spring. Here it
was so neat, so peaceful and quiet, as if this little room were a temple.
With a screen for light, a woman sat by a table writing, quite absorbed
in herself, it seemed. Jette opened the door very gently, and we looked
inside. Jette called out, “Maja! Here I am with my sweetheart!” The
lady who had been writing quickly sprang up and came over to meet
us. This, then, was Maja! How different from my idea of her! Extremely fine and light of build, she was a small girl whose youthful, childlike, and cheerful appearance seemed very much to suggest the name
she shared with the nymph (who gave birth to the quick, light-flying,
eloquent god who irons out people’s fates in life and in death) and the
smiling spring month that is dedicated to her. I apologized for having
disturbed her writing. She answered with a voice whose melodiousness went into the soul, with the more sonorous accent of our neighbors’ beautiful language, beautified still more by a blending of the
Danish pronunciation: “Oh, bless me! The post does not go out until
tomorrow; I can write home then. Home? That was not well put! No,
my home is here with my own.” And with these words she took Jette’s
hand, squeezed it affectionately, and came down with us. The whole
evening, I could not turn my eyes from this new sight. I thought about
Anton’s remark: “See her for yourself! No words can express what
she is.” For that which constituted her beauty, which no words could
describe, was a remarkable expression in her physiognomy and her
whole being: something so soulful, which at once expressed intellect
and piety, deep seriousness and gentleness. She was certainly no regu24
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lar beauty, but nothing finer or lovelier could be found, nothing which
more resembled a recently blossomed flower. Her sky-blue eyes were
not large nor, at first glance, beautiful. But when one met these eyes,
it was like seeing a glimpse of a higher nature. Her extraordinarily
small mouth was splendidly beautiful, surrounded by the loveliest
features, and showed two lovely rows of pearl. Her noble, snow-white
forehead was enhanced by her keenly shining light-brown hair. And
I never saw such beautiful colors, such lilies and pale roses, as those
which blossomed on her face and throat, and which glistened on her
high, beautiful, vaulted breast. If the south produces the best colors in
the flowers that sprout in the field, then the north has the advantage
in that it grants its daughters a flower-beauty, with which the southern beauties at least only seldom shine. In short, I felt that I had lost
myself completely in seeing and hearing this girl, and went home in
a blessed ecstasy, the true nature of which I reluctantly rendered an
account.
From now on, Mr. H—’s house gradually took on a completely
different appearance. A previously unknown peacefulness, order,
and neatness, a rational economy equally far from wastefulness and
stinginess, unfolded itself and drove away the opposite extremes.
The lady of the house, Jette, and the friends carried on their old ways
undisturbed in the same dayroom. Sometimes Maja zealously took
part in their busyness, and then the work and conversation got a new
and different life. But at other times we gathered in the hall, where
Maja, according to her father’s wishes, had moved her piano, and
over this hung the oft-mentioned uncle’s picture—an excellent, manly
face! Now Mr. H— always spent the evening at home and sometimes
brought one or another acquaintance with him, which he had never
done before. Mother, daughters, and friends all gathered at long last,
and no dissonance resounded so cuttingly as before. In the meantime,
what pleased me most was the manner in which all of these changes
were put into effect. No one might think that Maja’s stepmother had
lost her standing in the house. No, on the contrary! Maja always appealed to her with gentle, daughterly deference; it appeared to everyone as if she were only performing her mother’s commands and
seemed quite content with this.
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Every evening, at Mr. H—’s request, Maja had to play and sing
for him. What a voice! What singing! What playing! She never sang
anything other than ballads and little songs, which she accompanied
on the piano. In early French poetry, one often encounters the phrase:
“Marier sa voix au son de la lyre.”3 Now, for the first time, the meaning
of this was clear to me, since Maja understood how to adapt the instrument to her song in such a way that it sounded as if the most intimate
union bound them together. Normally, the same could be said of text
and melody, when the poet and the composer have more or less done
their job. Jette played much more difficult pieces and had far greater
proficiency than Maja. But Maja played and sang from the pages of
the ballads that were presented to her, while Jette had rehearsed her
sonatas for many months in advance; consequently, Maja’s songs always had the interest of novelty, whereas one detested Jette’s sonatas
and arias and was weary of them before properly getting to hear them.
Maja knew how to iron out all of this and always set off her sister’s talent, not as something she considered a duty, but as something which
seemed to give her real enjoyment. In all things, she was natural and
true, and always knew how to make it right:
Mit festem Schritte wandelt sie
Die schmale Mittelbahn des Schicklichen,
Unwissend, daß sie Anbetung erzwungen,
Wo sie vom eignen Beyfall nie geträumt.4
Schiller, Don Carlos, Act 2, Scene 15
I was no inexperienced youth; my feelings for this girl were no
doubt familiar to me, but what was unfamiliar was the frightful power
of the passion. I had still never met a woman who answered to my
ideal of feminine charm, and did not think that such a thing existed in
this world. I did not know what it meant to say: “to love in spirit and
in truth.”5 I had always felt a secret contempt for those who did not
have the manly power to withstand the madness of the passions; nor
did it occur to me now to suspect that it should go so far with me. In
this, I was strengthened by the strange contradiction in my mind that
it was sometimes a consolation for me to blame Maja in my thoughts,
and that I often came to think of Jette’s remark about her, that she was
so “stiff and dignified, that no one could figure her out.” How unfair
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it seemed, as it was certain that no person could be more straightforward, unconstrained, and far from all dignified caprices; but that remark was nevertheless not without reason, for—notwithstanding that
Maja associated with everyone with the greatest freedom and openheartedness, and never concealed her opinion—there was still something so restrained in her whole being, such an immovable silence
about her closest relations and her heart’s affairs, that it really was
impossible to figure her out. One thing often occupied me, namely the
question as to whether she had or still loved her bridegroom of old, if
she grieved over the loss of him. Once I believed I was close to finding
the key to the riddle, when I witnessed a conversation on that subject.
Her parents reproached her for still corresponding with a person who
had thus insulted her. “Insulted me!” she exclaimed. “No, he has honored me! He would not deceive me; he would not receive from me the
faithfulness that he could not return. Therefore, I shall honor him and
thank him, so long as I live.”
“No!” cried Jette. “If you had loved him, as I love my sweetheart,”
—and in the very next moment she kissed me— “then you would not
have been able to let go of him so easily.”
Maja lowered her eyes and replied, considerably bewildered, “Indeed, the more I loved him, the more I feared making him unhappy.”
The lady of the house began to speak: “How could you have made
him unhappy? He was publicly engaged to you. You ought to have
held him to his word, fulfilled your duties to him, and sought to reclaim his heart; and he would certainly have become a good husband
without any difficulty.”
“Reclaim his heart! Fulfill my duties! Oh, God! All this seems
impossible to me under such circumstances. We should promise to
share good and bad. What does that mean? Good and bad fortunes?
Husband and wife are of course obliged to share them. But good and
bad in a higher sense: melancholy hours, small, insignificant joys and
wishes; tolerant with each other’s weaknesses; fused together in the
same belief in everything beautiful and good. Only that, it seems to
me, is a marriage. Can it exist without love?” Suddenly she broke into
tears, kissed the lady of the house’s hand, and said with a sweet, soft
voice, “Forgive me for speaking so fervently. I cannot stand it when
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those closest to me speak unkindly about Henning F— and fail to appreciate him.”
She loves him, I said to myself and felt all the blood mount in my
cheeks at this thought. Mr. H— sat with Maja; he bent down to her
and said, “I cannot think of that person without indignation. Look,
Maja! I am not yet an old man, but do you see these gray hairs, which
threaten to overwhelm the brown? For them, I thank him.”
With inexpressible grace, Maja slung her arms around her father’s
neck, wet the gray hairs with her tears, and said, “Oh, father! For my
sake?”
“No, my child! It is not your fault! You have handled it well.”
“No, dear father! I have not; I had no choice.”
“He has distressed you, my girl! Be honest!”
Maja smiled: “Yes, I will not lie. It distressed me at first, but to my
shame I will confess that I soon perceived how much my wounded
vanity had a role in my sorrow. It was really only for a moment. And
believe me, I now sense that all of this was for the best, and I thank
God for it.” She does not love him, I thought now.
When she later left the room, her distressed father said, “How
she defends him, the poor child! I know well that she still loves him!”
And I went home deep in thought, no wiser than I had come, and this
conversation was a theme which I varied unceasingly in my mind for
many days.
From this scene, one will see how familiarly I was treated in my
future father-in-law’s house. Even Maja showed me splendid attention, but also with her typical restraint, which I, for all my resentment
of it, had to confess made her even more charming. A circumstance,
which I cannot call unexpected, soon showed me the strength of the
fetters in which I had ensnared myself.
I had not forgotten my promise to Anton B—, but I always had
thousands of excuses to delay the execution of it, among others the
great difficulty of having a conversation in private with Maja. In the
meantime, I had mentioned him to her several times, and she had
shown much interest in him and expressed how thankfully she recollected the sympathy and helpfulness he had shown her during her
uncle’s illness and at his death. Once, when I knew that Jette and her
mother would take part in an outing in the woods the next day, but
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that Maja would remain home in order to be with her father (who had
excused himself, just as I had, with business), I thought that I now
had the best opportunity to carry out the errand imposed on me. The
confusion I fell into at the mere thought that my mission could succeed was so horrible that no cabinet minister, whose life and welfare
were at stake, could tremble more over the failure of what has been
entrusted to him. The more I thought about it, the more reasonable
it seemed to me that Anton’s impetuous love might move her; yes, it
even seemed to me to be wholly probable that she loved him already.
I considered it unnatural and unjust to demand of myself that I should
work for what would bring me to despair.
Now I first sensed how far it had gone with me. I perceived all of
the disastrousness in my relation to these two sisters. My position of
late had become completely unbearable. The grace that shone through
all of Maja’s words and concerns was so incongruous with the indelicacy and tastelessness that marked those of Jette that the thought that
I should bear witness to these words—yes, in part to be the object
of them— for the rest of my life was exceedingly loathsome to me.
I needed all of my composure when she, as was unfortunately often
the case, wanted me to sit with her hand in mine for nearly a whole
hour; yes, she even seated herself on my lap without ceremony and
threw her arms around my neck. In front of a third party, caresses
such as these always seemed unbecoming to me. Painful beyond all
description were those of this sort in Maja’s presence. They seemed
extremely immodest and awkward, and I always sought to leave the
room. The foolish role I played at such moments brought me to despair, and when in such a mood I drew back brusquely, Jette looked at
me with a pair of eyes from which shone so much astonishment and
distress over my behavior that I had to feel the greatest compassion
for the poor girl, whom nature and upbringing had denied grace (that
which pleased me most of all), and whose greatest misfortune was to
have fallen into my hands.
There was no more pretense for postponing our alliance. Without really having asked for or gotten my consent, they had selected
the beginning of next winter for our wedding. Every day I saw the
women working on the hated trousseau, with which they were always
pestering me. Many times I even had to see Maja taking part in these
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preparations. Anyone who has not been in a similar situation cannot
imagine my trouble and perplexity. All of these torments appeared
vividly before me, and after I had endured a frightful struggle with
myself throughout the night, I only found rest in the thought that I
would leave again and at some point tear myself loose from everything that surrounded me. At this moment, an opportunity was just
at hand. I strove with all of my might to seize it, and since I was so
fortunate as to be liked by my superiors, I hoped to fulfill my desire.
I resolved now to conscientiously carry out my friend’s errand, and
then to withdraw as soon as possible, leaving the threatening future
to the prevailing stars.
When I visited Maja the next day, she sat alone at her needlework.
The unmistakable pleasure she showed upon seeing me nearly upset all of my good intentions. With what great difficulty, with what
a beating heart (as if I spoke for myself), did I finally present my
charge. Maja, who with tense expectation had fastened her eyes on
me, lowered them to the floor when she finally comprehended the
gist of my speech and blushed so that not merely her face became
moistened with a crimson tinge, but also her lovely neck; yes, her
breast and arms, which were covered by a diaphanous, white dress,
shone through the thin material with a brightness resembling the setting sun. I could hear my heart beating. After a moment’s silence, she
answered me earnestly: “I am very sorry! I have never dreamt of being
loved by Mr. B—, and I cannot love him.”
I had taken out his letter and extended it to her; she made no move
to receive it: “Won’t you at least read his letter, which he has written to
you from ‘the fullness of his heart’? Such were his own words.”
She made a move as if to stretch out her hand, but suddenly reflected. “No!” she said. “I cannot read this letter. He has written it,
you say, from ‘the fullness of his heart.’ He certainly would not have
done that if he had known all of my feelings. No, he shall not unburden himself to someone who cannot take up his words with the same
disposition in which they were written. I beg you, tell him this, and
tell him that he must see in my refusal to receive his letter a proof of
my esteem and friendship.” The fineness inherent in these words, the
lovely dignity with which they were delivered, the joy I felt at learning that she did not love Anton, all of this transported me in such a
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way that I was close to casting myself at her feet when, fortunately,
her father came home at that moment. Maja was extremely dispirited,
such as I had never seen her before. Mr. H— asked her, according to
custom, if she would sing and play the piano. She excused herself and
provided me with a book, from which she asked me to read to her and
her father. She did not look up from her needlework and spoke very
little the rest of the evening. The next day, these clouds disappeared
from her heavenly clear countenance, but for a long time it seemed to
me as if she were always avoiding me. It pained me, and I could not
refrain from redoubling my attention to her to such a degree that her
stepmother became suspicious and let me feel it with much bitterness.
Jette, on the other hand, was unconcerned; it had not entered her
mind that her publicly betrothed bridegroom could have any feelings
or will other than that which would please her—an idea which was
doubly strange in a family where an example of the opposite was still
fresh and new. “What I know,” she would often say, “is that, by God,
my sweetheart and I, we love each other completely!”
The poor Anton, to whom I had been able to send the rejection
by post, wrote back right away and, contrary to my expectation, with
tolerable calm. “How could I expect,” he wrote, “that such an angel
should be able to love me? I never really dared to hope that. I merely wished that she would endure my love, and allow me to live and
work for her happiness and contentment. I will endure every sacrifice.
I will honor her and consider her a sister; if she would merely grant
me her hand, bear my name, make me blissful by her proximity, and
allow me the hope of winning her affection with time. I cannot let go
of this hope. I have no other thoughts. The only thing that could put
an end to these expectations would be the certainty that she loved
another. Sometimes it occurs to me that if I were certain of this, and all
hope were gone, then I could rest.”
When Anton asked that I inform Maja of these utterances of his,
I went—friendship, forgive me!—with a far lighter heart than before,
but sought in vain for several days to speak with her alone. Finally, I
found a moment in which I provided her with this letter and, with a
few words, asked her to read it. By the next evening, she had returned
it to me unnoticed, together with a little sealed letter from her, addressed to Anton. I cannot describe the strange impression that this
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made on me. A letter from Maja! In my hands! I contemplated the
beautiful handwriting, the little red seal. It seemed I envied Anton
that his name had been written by her hand, that she directed her
sweet words to him. I had to overcome myself in order to part with
this letter and to bring it, enclosed in some words from me, to the
post office. It never occurred to me that, in a few days, I should see it
again. That is to say, the next post brought me an answer from Anton,
who began with these words: “Read the enclosed letter.” I recognized
Maja’s hand right away, and did not need to be asked twice; I took it
up eagerly and read the following:
“Your friend has informed me of your last letter to him, and I have
read it with much thankfulness for your goodness, with astonishment
over your feelings for such an insignificant girl, and with pain over
not being able to return the affection you express for me. In order to
calm you, I will make every permissible sacrifice. Thus, I will give you
proof right away by making a confession to you, which costs me real
effort. You say that if you were certain that I loved another, then you
think you could rest. Well, I really do love another, but the circumstances of this love are such that it can never become anything other
than what it is: a quiet feeling, which lives merely in my own heart
and has not the least influence on some other being. But since I have
firmly resolved to never marry a man that I do not love, it follows
that you really shall never see me in another’s arms; and I assure you
that the love with which you have honored me is in every respect far
less unfortunate than the one I have entrusted to you. I have already
learned so much in the school of adversity that I know how to make
its burdens bearable, and I therefore hope that this shall not ruin my
life either. As I say this, it is a great consolation for me to think that
what has been possible for a poor girl must be easy for a man like
you.”
Upon reading these lines, I first felt so madly jealous of this unknown fortunate one, whose image lived in Maja’s quiet heart, that I
tore up and down the floor like a lunatic, handing myself over to the
infernal torment that had consumed my mind. Finally, I took up Anton’s letter, which I still had not read. He cursed his love, all women,
and particularly his rival; the earth was too small to contain both him
and his bitter enemy. His rage cooled my blood. Seeing his impetuous32
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ness, I became ashamed of my own. In the pain of the first moment,
he had written this letter with his customary hastiness, and, what was
worse, without further reflection he had sent me Maja’s, whose contents he did not have the right to entrust to anyone. I nearly had to
laugh at the gross self-delusion that had induced him to seek peace
in a revelation that had enraged him. I read Maja’s letter again. These
simple words so perfectly represented this charming girl. What noble
character spoke in each line! What fineness and dignity, what a sensible effort to console an unhappy lover and at the same time to cure
him of all hope! All of my troubles disappeared in the pure enjoyment
of admiring the beloved, in blissful joy over her perfection.
I was torn out of my reflections by a message that brought me
the long-desired order to travel without delay on the errand I had
sought permission to carry out. This order seemed to be heaven-sent.
It postponed my wedding, removed me from my oppressive relations
for some time, and gave me the freedom to reflect and to exert myself in order to reclaim my equanimity. What do I want here? I said
to myself. Maja loves another, and I ought only to be her friend and
brother. I will strive to regard her as a celestial being, an angel, who
must not be the object of an earthly love. Ah, she really is such a being,
indeed. I will honor and protect her, remaining thankful that this can
continue to be my lot; and this happiness and her father’s friendship
can give me compensation for whatever is prickly in my alliance with
this family.
I will not speak of the scenes of crying and convulsions, the
spasms and swoons, which my unexpected departure caused Jette,
her mother, and even the oft-mentioned friends. With my courageous
father-in-law’s help, I tore myself loose from all of this, embraced him
heartily, pressed a warm kiss on the completely silent Maja’s hand,
and quickly withdrew from her and my hometown, almost in the
same season as when I had returned the year before.
My journey and my undertakings were extremely successful. I endeavored in all forms to reclaim my spiritual freedom. With the greatest zeal, I accomplished what I had undertaken, giving myself over to
my love for art and science, and took part in all sorts of diversions and
entertainments. In short, I honestly used all of the antidotes for passion which I had ever imagined to be effective. But sometimes when
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I thought myself to be on the way to recovery, one or another trifling
thing always occurred which brought me back full circle, as for example: an expression in a letter from home; a melody heard before under
different circumstances; a likeness, often very distant, with the image
that seemed the loveliest to me; a dream, a dream, or whatever you
might call the small gods of love that Cupid sends out to keep watch
over his slave and prevent his escape.
After eight months passed, my business was finished, and I could
not postpone returning home. I think I came home unchanged, and
found everything else unchanged. In every respect, it was as if I had
not been away at all.
A few days after my homecoming, it was my birthday. So many
recollections from childhood and youth cleave to this day of the year.
Strangely, I was in a good frame of mind, and in particular the memory of my deceased brother had become quite vivid for me. In order
to prevent all unpleasant fuss, I had not mentioned to my new family
that it was my birthday. Yet with a certain childish delight, I figured
that I had to make it pleasant for myself, without quite knowing how
that could happen. In the evening, when I sat with my usual circle, I
heard Maja playing the piano and singing in the hall, where her father sat with her. It was the first time since my homecoming that I
had heard these sweet tones. Right away, I sought a reason to leave
the room, where I was sitting with the lady of the house, Jette, and
their friends, who on this evening were quite numerous and exceedingly busy. I sat unnoticed by the piano and gave myself over to the
long-missed enjoyment of seeing and hearing, undisturbed, the fair
object of all my desires. It appeared as if she had become paler and
still finer than before, as if the little melancholy expression that often
hovered around her mouth were more perceptible. When she sang, I
often thought that she expressed and declared an infatuation, a richness of love, which otherwise never had been observed in her, so that
my enjoyment of her songs partly consisted in the illusion provided
by the poet’s amorous words on her lips. It often seemed that they
were directed to me, accompanied by her beautiful tones.
It was a fine summer evening. The sun was setting just below the
window and casting its reddish rays on the figure that for me was the
most beautiful in the world. Some of these rays even fell on my Fido
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(who always lay at the same place where I first had found him) and
illuminated his dead glass eyes in a grotesque manner. The strangest
thoughts arose in me. I had once compared my faithfulness to Jette to
this dog. These words seemed prophetic to me. Then, he lived. Now,
he lay there motionless on a trim pillow and stared at me, like a picture of faithfulness that did not have life or soul, and to which I had
devoted myself poorly. Maja had just sung Clara’s romance from the
first act of Ludlam’s Cave.6 This piece of music has always seemed a
paragon of a romance to me. The romantic, the visionary in it has always seized me in a peculiar way. That evening, the words made a
deep impression on me as well. Thus, I had returned with a torn sail
to myself, in order to seek the island of love. When the song was finished, I said, “I think you left something out. You see, it says in the
romance, ‘Yet the heart will not weigh anchor with its hope.’”
Maja turned the pages of the score. “It doesn’t say that here,” she
said. “A verse must have been left out then.”
“That was very bad of whoever did that, for it is a very beautiful
thought.”
Maja gave no reply, but sang some other things. In the meantime,
Mr. H— had left the room. We were alone. She made as if to stand. I
seized her hand, thanked her for her song, and, carried away by sentiment, repeated involuntarily, sotto voce, as I pressed her hand to my
lips: “Yet the heart will not weigh anchor with its hope.”
Maja blushed and said, as if in jest, “Yet the heart must have done
that, for here there is neither anchor nor hope.” Hardly were these
words pronounced before the sorrowful meaning within them seized
us both. We looked at each other and were silent. Maja stayed seated,
let her right hand run over the keys of the piano, and unconsciously
repeated the postlude of that beautiful romance in weak tones.
“Dear Maja!” I said, my voice stirred. “Those were ill-fated words
you said to me there, and on my birthday, too! Yes, it is really true; it
is my birthday.”
“And you kept it a secret from us!” she exclaimed.
“Don’t speak of it,” I replied. “No one shall know except for you.
You see, I have neither father nor mother, and I have lost my brother
as well. All those who have made this day dear to me are gone. I am
not in the mood to speak about this with anyone. You have celebrated
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my birthday with your beautiful song. I have enjoyed this evening
splendidly. I could almost wish that I had celebrated this day for the
last time.”
To my surprise, Maja burst into tears. She laid her right arm on
the edge of the instrument, hid her face in it, and cried quietly. I seized
her left hand, pressed it to my breast, to my lips, to my tearful eyes.
Fastened around her wrist was a bracelet, on which Cupid was depicted. Melted completely by her tears, I involuntarily bent my knee
before her and said, “Oh Maja, most adorable of all girls! Give me this
bracelet as a gift on my birthday. It shall follow me in life and in death.
Give me this picture of the little god who has played so cruelly with
my poor heart! Give it to me as a memento of this unforgettable hour!”
Maja raised her head, wiped away her tears, and, looking at me
with a gentle, earnest gaze, said, “No, not this image; you should recollect your sister Maja with a better symbol.” From her earring she
removed a small cross mounted with rubies, and, taking my hand, she
placed the cross in it and said, “This symbol is the anchor, which ‘the
heart shall not weigh.’” She then got up and left the room. I remained
behind alone. I kissed the little cross and put it on my person. Not
capable of mixing with the rest of the company, I went in to them for
a moment, made a short apology, and hurried home, blissfully inebriated, shaken to the innermost core of my being, and incapable of any
other thought than this: Maja loves me! It is me whom she loves! Now
let come what may! Nothing can depress or humiliate me anymore!
The next morning, Mr. H— visited me to ask about my health
with fond concern, since the previous evening I had professed a sudden indisposition as the reason for my hasty departure. “I missed you
very much,” he said. “When I came down to the others, the poor little
girls sat so quietly and abandoned, for I was in a very bad mood. As
far as that goes, I usually follow the good practice of pretending, but
last night it would not work.”
“Has something unpleasant happened to you, dear Father?” (I
had long since called him this, more from fervent affection and after
the daughters’ example than in consideration of our future relation.)
“No,” he answered, “nothing has happened to me; my trouble
is merely the fear that the worst will happen. Yes, the worst for me!
That of seeing my Maja lowered down into her mother’s early grave.”
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A shudder ran through me. He continued, “Last night she was again
so pale; she so completely resembled my lovely wife in her last days.
You must find her changed yourself. It is clear that she is grieving, that
a secret worm consumes my little rose. Last winter, when you were
away, you should have seen how frequently she sought the chance to
sit by the piano in the twilight until it was completely dark, and then,
when we had the light brought in, everyone could see that she had
been crying. No, God forsake Henning F—! I wish him no harm, but
he has poisoned her beautiful youth.” These painful and bewildering words, which I thought I understood better than he did himself,
instantly deprived me of speech, and, before I could compose myself,
we were interrupted.
When I was alone, it seemed clear to me which route I had to take
now. Maja loved me! Love for me was the worm that consumed the
rose, which was bound to her noble father’s fate. I had no choice, I
thought. All of my misgivings had to be put aside for the sole necessity: to save the beloved. I made my decision. I would make Maja’s and
Jette’s father the confidant of my heart. I could not wish for a nobler
friend; no one could better understand or be more capable of helping
me. At the time in the afternoon he customarily spent in his private
room, I went to his house with this purpose. I knocked on his door; it
did not open. I went into the hall, where to my astonishment I found
Jette completely alone, sitting in a corner. “Mother is out; Maja is, too,”
she said in a voice in which the crying was perceptible. I looked at
her; her eyes were completely red. In response to my inquiry, she delivered the following words, interrupted by violent weeping and sobbing: “Time and again mother has told me that you don’t really love
me. But I never wanted to believe it, since before God and all people
you are my sweetheart, and I can’t believe anything bad about you.
But last night I dreamt so vividly, like it really had happened, that
Father came and brought me a letter from you, in which there was…
the same contents as in Henning’s letter to Maja when he broke with
her. I have cried the whole night in my sleep, and if this dream were to
come to pass, and you could be so hard towards me, then I’d ask God
to let this poor girl die, since I wouldn’t care at all to be in this wicked
world anymore.”
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How I remained in a sound frame of mind during this indictment
is impossible to describe. Without saying a word, I took Jette’s hand,
kissed it, and hurried out of the house. I walked with hasty strides, as
though I wanted to escape from a pursing nemesis. Whither, I did not
know, and when I at last came to, I found myself far outside of town.
I walked around until just after midnight, torn apart by a thousand
painful feelings, the most painful of which was bitter dissatisfaction
with myself. In the meantime, another circumstance had intervened,
and a new pain, which I was far from suspecting, was awaiting me.
The next morning, Mr. H— came to see me again. It was as if his
face were transfigured. “Dear friend,” said he, “yesterday you took
such a heartfelt part in my concerns; today you must share my joy.
Why were you not with us last night to witness our surprise? As we
were sitting with our quiet thoughts, the door flies open and a person
comes tearing in. He rushes up to me, nearly smothers me in his embrace, and casts himself at Maja’s feet with a stream of tears and incoherent words. You have already certainly guessed that it was Henning
F—. Think of our surprise. He is not married! There had been a tiff
between him and his sweetheart over religion, since she is Catholic.
Maja probably knew from his letters that something of the sort was
the case, but she is too faithful and silent to let anyone intimate what
he had entrusted to her. Meanwhile, she had not heard from him for
a long time and thought that everything was ironed out. She dreamt
least of all of his arrival.
“What does he want now, then?” I asked, hardly able to produce
these words.
“What does he want? Naturally, like every other sinner, he wants
forgiveness and mercy. And in truth, he is a repentant sinner! His old
love for my daughter seems to have awakened with a redoubled fervor.”
“And Maja?” I hardly had the courage to pose this question.
“Yes, Maja surprised me indeed,” he answered. “She was extremely happy to see him again, but otherwise she did not exactly receive
him with such great delight, like the prodigal son’s father in the Gospel. And when Henning, who is fiery and without any dissimulation,
pressed her hard to renew their former alliance right away, she answered earnestly, ‘Not like this, Henning! We have both learned that
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such promises are not a jest. Tomorrow, we will speak with each other
about it in private.’ When he looked at her, distressed, she gave him
her hand and said, ‘Come to me early tomorrow, good Henning, dear
friend and brother! We have much to talk about. Much has happened
since we last saw each other.’ And with this the conversation took another turn. They began to talk about his blessed father, and they both
cried.” Mr. H— fished out his watch. “At this hour, he is with her, and
the devil knows what might be necessary should so handsome and
charming a man not know how to win a girl who loves him, after all,
and has grieved so much for his sake. But God help us! What do you
need, my dear friend? You’ve become as pale as a corpse!” How I answered, I do not know. The only thing I know about the rest of the conversation was that I promised to come to dinner and present myself.
Now he stood before me, this detested rival. How handsome he
was! What an expression of power and good nature! How open-hearted! How warm and hearty! It was impossible for me to hate him; perhaps my jealousy became stronger the more I noticed his advantages,
but the hateful, wicked feelings disappeared thanks to the manner
in which he received me, the sincere, simple, and yet fine manner in
which he associated with me and all others. Nor did Maja give me an
occasion for jealousy. In her glance, in her tone towards me, there was
something—I do not know how to explain it—something so sweet,
shy, something, in short, which added fuel to my proud thoughts
from the previous evening. Henning, on the other hand, associated
with her as if she were his sister. She was less reserved with him than
with any other man, and yet there was nothing erotic—if I may thus
express myself—in her whole bearing towards him. They also said
du to each other, and when Jette remarked that they had actually not
done so before, Maja answered, “Well, as children we were duus. After
several years’ absence, when we saw each other again as grown-ups,
we did not say du to each other anymore. But, after our last separation,
we have renewed the good relations of our childhood.”
I could not deny that our circle gained considerably from Henning’s presence. The more I saw of him, the more I marveled at the
originality of his personality, which simultaneously seemed to distinguish itself with a high sense of honor, a determined uprightness, a
great improvidence, a manly courage, and a nearly womanly softness.
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His beauty and manners made him a favorite of the fair sex, and it
seemed as if it were impossible for him to resist any temptation from
that quarter. The attention and politeness that he showed Mrs. H—
and Jette prejudiced them entirely in his favor, so that Jette burst out
daily with the words, “My God! How sweet Henning is!” In our daily
interactions, he was not shy about his courtship of Maja; no, he even
commandeered our commerce in an effort to reach his goal, while
Maja continually avoided conversations of that nature.
One evening, as we all sat intimately around the table, Henning
happened to say, “That whole year, when I stood guard by a convent
wall….” When Jette observed that he had never told us the facts of
his broken engagement, he answered, unconstrained, “It is told easily enough. My Beatrice and I really were engaged, and our wedding
date was set. We loved each other to distraction, and neither of us
dreamed there was anything that could separate us, since we had
her parents’ consent, and Maja’s noble-mindedness had obtained my
father’s for me. Beatrice’s father was a Frenchman; he had nothing
against my being a Protestant. In a short time, his business would take
him to Paris; I would marry Beatrice there. But her mother had been
away; she was a Roman, and when she came from her hometown back
to Florence, where we all were, and she learned that I was what she
called a heretic, she shook heaven and earth, and, with the help of
her father confessor, she made hell so hot for her daughter that when
there was no more hope of converting me, Beatrice departed with
her mother in secret. And when her father and I went after them, we
found my poor Beatrice as a novice in a convent not far from Rome.
I was like a madman. For a whole year, I spent most of the night by
this convent wall, without any other consolation than that of listening
to an indigent monk’s godly exhortations. With money and promises,
I had persuaded this brother, who went in and out of the convent, to
bring a few words from me to Beatrice’s hands. I did not get the least
answer until she, after a whole year had passed, sent me a short letter
by this friar, in which she informed me that she would take the veil
the next day. She sent me a heartrending farewell, and—imagine my
pain, dear Maja!—she wrote that by penance and by dedicating her
life to heaven, she would atone for my sins and strive to win for me
the blessedness in which she hoped we would meet. Just imagine! For
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my sins, her whole life limited to penance and atonement! The beautiful girl, who had no sins to atone for herself!” With these words, tears
rolled down his cheeks.
Maja took his hand and looked him in the eye. “You see, my dear
Henning! You still love your Beatrice, not me, and you are right to do
so.”
“No, my Maja,” said Henning, smiling. “No one is what you are
to me! Already as a little girl, you took my sins upon yourself; as an
adult, you secretly sold your jewelry to pay my debts after I had lost
at faro and dared not tell Father. You have—and for this last kindness
only God can repay you—you have forgiven me for forsaking you;
you have reconciled me with my father. What should have become of
me if he had died without forgiving me? Before I left, his last words to
me were: ‘If I die while you are away, then you must live in order to
make my Maja happy!’ To be sure, I am quite afraid”—here he secretively drew closer to Maja— “for old Bergstrøm writes to me that he
often hears someone walking at night from room to room, lifelike, as
with Father’s gait and his creaky boots, and, in dreams, it often seems
to me—”
Mr. H— interrupted him, laughing: “Well, there we have the
Swedish superstition!” Jette changed the subject, as she asked Henning why he had not, in order to save his beloved, embraced the Catholic religion instead.
“Abjure the faith of my country!” cried Henning, astonished. “And
if I could have been so unmanly, how should I then have been able to
make good in my regiment amongst my comrades?”
In such intimate and yet tense relations we lived for some time. I
had meant to open my heart to Maja’s father over a hundred times, but
one glance at Jette, one too-affectionate (to my mind at least) remark
from Maja to Henning, this young man’s qualities—all this cast me
into the old confusion and paralysis, over which I had often despaired
and despised myself.
In the middle of all this, I was astonished by Anton’s B—’s arrival.
It was as if he were beside himself. “No,” he cried out in our first conversation, “let Maja choose whom she will, but not this insipid boy,
who once cast away such a treasure—and will do it again at the least
opportunity. No, this little saint shall not fall into the unclean hands
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of a libertine. That is why I have come here. It shall not happen before
they have closed my eyes.” He continued on like this, but—after first
having vented his anger on me, who had refused to introduce him
into Mr. H—’s house while he was being unreasonable—he gradually
became calmer, and we agreed that I would bring him there the next
day. For that reason, I was extremely surprised when I entered Mrs.
H—’s hall in the evening, and the first thing my eyes fell upon was
Anton B—, who sat with Maja by the tea table, with his back nearly
turned on Henning (who was his neighbor), looking as if he had a
fever. Unable to wait until the next day, he had introduced himself as
an old acquaintance of Maja’s and her uncle’s.
Good examples are celebrated on every occasion, but I believe that
bad ones are even more effective for the neighbor’s improvement. The
rude impetuousness of which Anton was guilty was the best admonition for me when at times my jealousy would have made me unjust
and put me in a wicked mood. Anton, who had the spirit to perceive
his beloved’s advantage, and heart enough to love her, had not the
self-control, nor enough good manners to keep company with so dangerous a rival as Henning. For his part, Henning, who was young and
impetuous, was not the least sorry for the unhappy lover, for Anton,
against his will, had revealed himself to be one at once. It was really
laughable to see the manner in which they greeted each other when
they met, how they made way for each other when the one stood in
the other’s path. In all such things, Henning had the upper hand, since
his beauty and dignity assisted him; while, on the other hand, poor
Anton made for a laughable figure with his suppressed anger constantly threatening to break loose. A disastrous moralizing attacked
him like a convulsive illness, a constant derision of frivolous liaisons,
improvidence, and the like. Henning meanwhile took the occasion to
curse the dancing bears, the obtrusive, those who intervene uninvited
in others’ concerns, etc. Maja distanced herself from such scenes; Jette,
on the other hand, seemed to find a fervent joy and recreation in beholding Henning’s social superiority in both good and evil. In their reciprocal indignation, the two rivals were like a smoldering fire, which
needs only the least puff of wind in order to flame up.
One evening, when I thought that all the women would be out,
I wanted to go to Mr. H— in order to keep him company. The serv42
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ants said that Miss Maja was at home with the master of the house,
and that the other gentlemen were also up there. Long before I came
near the door, I heard a great uproar inside. When I entered, I saw
Maja sitting, trembling, while her father, also completely dismayed,
endeavored in vain to make peace between Henning and Anton, who
were facing each other down like two furies. It seemed they were in
the middle of a fierce altercation. “No one has less of a right to be here
than you yourself, sir!” shouted Anton. “You who have faithlessly and
cruelly forsaken and insulted this angel.”
“And yet, sir!” shouted Henning, “I stand ready to defend her
with my life against your obtrusiveness, and to assert my right to her
with my last drop of blood.”
“These are welcome words!” exclaimed Anton. “You are a military man; I have also shown that I can handle a weapon. Deign to
name the weapons, and the time and place. I am ready.”
“I will join you,” said Henning. “The time can be right away; the
place, you can determine. We will take our servants along; other witnesses are not needed. The pistols shall decide which of us two will
not see the next day.”
Maja got up, threw both arms around Henning, and said, with a
trembling voice, “Henning, is this your love? Is this your thanks for
my sisterly faithfulness?”
At that moment, his rage seemed weaken. He led her to her chair;
she could hardly keep herself upright. He fell on his knees before her
and said, “Sweet Maja! Say one word! Say that you forgive me! That
you will become mine! And everything shall be forgotten. I will give
my hand to this gentleman in conciliation.”
“I, as well, my young lady!” said Anton. “I will also give my hand
in conciliation if you declare your faithless lover to be closer to your
heart than the man who for several years has only thought of you,
who never will forget you, and whose first and last love you shall be.”
Maja hid her face in her hands. Her father took her in his arms,
lifted her up from the chair, and pressed her to his breast; her head
sank down on his shoulders. “My Maja!” he cried. “My dearest! My
pride and joy! Hear your poor father’s voice. Can you watch these two
otherwise respectable men slay each other for your sake? Will you
surrender yourself and your kin to the judgment of the world? Give
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one of them your hand. If it goes against Henning that he was once
inconstant, then let me intercede for your childhood friend, who loves
you! See?” he added, as he pointed at the painting over the piano.
“His father looks upon you and entreats you for him!”
With a martyr’s countenance, with a gaze that rightly could be
called dying, Maja lifted her eyes up to her uncle’s image, turned her
face with indescribable sadness to her father, and made a movement
as if to give her hand to Henning. Now I could no longer endure it. I
rushed between them, tore Maja from her father’s arms, seized her in
mine, and shouted with a force that astonished them all: “No, never!
Never shall this hand be given away by compulsion! Back, you madmen! I, too, have an arm to defend this girl, and a heart which leads
to hers.” Maja leaned on me. She looked up at me with an expression
that no words could describe; and, as if the whole world had disappeared for us, we embraced, and our souls and lips fused together in a
single, blissful kiss. Maja tore herself loose from my arms and rushed
out of the room. The rest of us stood silently and looked at each other.
Bewildered, I seized my hat and left. The others stood like statues. Not
until I came out onto the street did I notice that Anton had been following me. We walked side by side without speaking a single word.
Choking back tears, he said when we reached my door, “I suppose I see how it all fits together. I cannot hold it against you. You have
served my love, denying yourself…. Goodbye, you poor man! I will
travel home this very night. You shall hear from me soon.” With these
words, he shook my hand and quickly withdrew.
I wanted to go to Maja and reveal my heart to her with plain and
simple words; she should pronounce my fate. With these thoughts,
the next morning I rushed to Maja at the time I knew her usually to
be alone, and, against custom, went directly up to her private rooms.
With gentle steps, a servant girl came to meet me, and whispered that
Miss Maja had been ill yesterday evening, and was still sleeping, as
the master had forbidden anyone to wake her; the lady of the house
and Miss Jette had not gotten up yet either. I hurried away, and, unfit
for any business, loitered throughout the long morning. When I came
home to my lodgings, I was told that Mr. H— had been there, and that
he had asked for me; in addition, there had been a young gentleman,
who from the description I concluded could not have been anyone
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other than Henning. I went back to Mr. H—’s house. I was told that the
lady of the house and Miss Jette were receiving no one; they were up
with Miss Maja, who had fallen into a swoon and was very ill.
In the greatest unease, I left the house. A few steps past it, Henning came running after me breathlessly, and, seizing me by the arm,
he said, “Permit me to walk home with you; I have a few important
words to say.”
“Gladly, sir!” I answered hastily, expecting a challenge.
As soon as we were inside, Henning cast off his hat, fell on my
neck, and kissed me. “Now, dear brother,” he exclaimed with hearty
joy. “Now be happy! I must say du to you, for now we are brothers. All
is well! You are free; I am Jette’s bridegroom.” I looked at him with the
greatest astonishment. He continued, “How blind I have been! Yes, I
was becoming a paragon of a husband! After the scales fell from my
eyes so suddenly yesterday evening, I immediately came to a decision.
I confided in my uncle Mr. H—. He did not ask for anything more. He
embraced me and said, ‘Now I recognize your noble father’s son in
you.’ This morning, I went to my aunt and Jette. I simply related the
incident of the previous evening to them, and—I don’t know—I put
it so well that Jette and I decided to console each other, and she—as it
seemed to me, with great joy—embraced me as her bridegroom. See
here! Her father ought to have given you this letter, but Maja swooned
when I perhaps all too tempestuously came rushing in with the news,
and since her father was reluctant to leave her, I took the letter in order to bring it in his stead. As for the rest, I beg a thousand times your
pardon for bringing you a rejection letter. I hope that you will bear it
with grace.”
With that, he handed me a letter from Jette, in which she annulled
our alliance, wishing me foremost of all good fortune and happiness.
My surprise and joy were so great that I, trembling, could hardly hold
the letter and had to sit down. “So, now he swoons, too!” shouted
Henning.
At that very moment, Mr. H— entered. He embraced me fervently. “My father!” I said. “Is it possible? Will you really give me your
Maja? And you, Henning! Friend! Benefactor! How shall I thank you?
But have you not, by your noble-mindedness, made yourself and Jette
unhappy?”
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“Unhappy?” he cried. “Then I would have to be a miserable fellow, if I were unhappy about marrying such a good and beautiful girl.
And should Jette be unhappy? No, very happy she shall be. I shall
carry my little wife in my arms. And Maja! My angelic sister! Could
I do less for her? ‘Live in order to make my Maja happy!’ Those were
my father’s last words to me.”
“Come, my dear sons,” said Mr. H—. “They are expecting us at
home.”
When we had entered the hall that so often had brought us together, Mr. H— went away for a moment and came back with both his
daughters, one on each hand. Maja was pale and wore a white dress;
Jette blushed and wore a red one. “Here,” he said, “I bring the red
rose and the white rose together. They should no longer rouse strife
between their knights.”

Endnotes
1 First published as En Hverdags-Historie in Kjøbenhavns flyvende Post, 1828.
Source text for this translation: Samlede Skrifter af Forf. til „En HverdagsHistorie,” Fru Gyllembourg-Ehrensvärd, Vol. 1, 2nd ed., 1866.
2 In the nineteenth century, Danish speakers would employ the formal
second-person pronoun, De, by default. The informal du was used only
between family members, lovers, and intimate friends, and for addressing
children.
3 “To marry one’s voice to that of the lyre.”
4 “With firm, heroic step, she walks along / The narrow middle path of
rectitude, / Unconscious of the worship she compels, / Where she of selfapproval never dreamed” (trans. R. D. Boylan).
5 John 4:24.
6 Ludlams Hule, an 1816 Singspiel composed by Christoph E. F. Weyse, for
which Adam Oehlenschläger wrote the libretto.
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